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Disclaimer

• The content of this presentation does not communicate results of AbbVie-
sponsored scientific research.

• The comments provided here are solely my own and do not reflect the 
positions, policies or practices of my employer.
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Introduction

• Early phase oncology trials generally employ a dose escalation strategy

– Initial subjects administered a low dose of investigational agent

– Subsequent subjects administered progressively higher doses based on pre-
specified criteria

• Primary objectives generally safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics

– Identify maximum tolerated dose (MTD) or recommended Phase 2 dose (RP2D) 

• Key endpoint is generally dose limiting toxicity (DLT)
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Which Dose?

• MTD is highest dose not causing “unacceptable” toxicity

– Generally based on observed DLT rates

– Historically, MTD often selected as RP2D for subsequent trials

• Recent emphasis on identification of an “optimal” dose

– FDA Project Optimus

– Assess trade-off between activity and safety
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Traditional Design

• Traditional dose escalation design is so-called “3+3” design

– Very simple implementation

– Continues to be the most widely used design

• Deficiencies of “3+3” designs are well recognized

– Inflexible cohort enrollment, poor operating characteristics, etc.

• Bayesian alternatives first proposed > 30 years ago

– Increasing awareness and adoption recently

– Proliferation of novel designs 
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Design Families

Type Description Example

Algorithmic Escalation decisions based on pre-

specified counting rules

3+3 design

Model-assisted Escalation decisions based on 

comparison of observed toxicity rate to 

statistically derived intervals

Bayesian optimal interval 

(BOIN) design

Model-based Escalation decisions based on 

estimation of target toxicity rate via a 

specified dose-toxicity model

Continual reassessment 

method (CRM) design
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Basic Design Considerations

• Accuracy

– High prob of identifying true MTD/RP2D

• Safety

– Minimize # subjects exposed to overly toxic doses and low prob of selecting 
overly toxic dose as MTD/RP2D

• Efficiency

– Allocate more subjects at or near MTD/RP2D and identify correct dose with 
reasonable sample size

• Practicality

– Not impose undue complexity to trial conduct
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Study-Specific Considerations
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Scenario Examples 

Single agent escalation CRM, BOIN

Prior information available CRM, iBOIN

Combination regimen escalation CRM, BOIN Comb

Late-onset toxicity CRM, TITE-BOIN

Selection of “optimal” dose CRM, U-BOIN, BOIN12, TITE-BOIN12

• Above are just a sampling of available designs

– Will primarily focus on BOIN (and variants) for brevity



CRM Design Framework

• General conceptual framework for CRM designs:
– Assume a priori relationship between dose and toxicity

– Define a target toxicity rate

– Assign initial cohort of subjects to starting dose

– Collect toxicity information from the cohort

– Update dose-toxicity model with aggregate toxicity information

– Assign subsequent cohort to dose level for which estimated toxicity rate is closest to target rate 
(possibly subject to other constraints)

– Continue until stopping criteria 

• Framework is flexible and various implementations are possible
– Combination dosing, information sharing, late-onset toxicity, joint toxicity-efficacy, etc.

– Implementation can be cumbersome
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Bayesian Optimal Interval (BOIN) Design

• Minimizes prob of incorrect escalation decision under set of hypotheses
– H0j: pj = , H1j: pj = 1, H2j: pj = 2

• pj is true toxicity rate at dose j 

•  is target toxicity rate

• 1 is highest toxicity rate deemed subtherapeutic

• 2 is lowest toxicity rate deemed excessively toxic

• Under noninformative priors, derive optimal interval (1, 2)
– If observed toxicity rate at dose j ≤ 1, then escalate to dose j+1

– If observed toxicity rate at dose j ≥ 2, then de-escalate to dose j-1

– Otherwise, stay at current dose j

– Also eliminate doses with high posterior probability of exceeding target toxicity rate

– Continue until stopping criteria
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iBOIN Design

• Standard BOIN design assumes noninformative priors

– Each of the 3 point hypotheses assumed equally likely at each dose level

– Derived optimal interval is thus invariant to dose level and cohort size

• iBOIN incorporates prior information into derivation of optimal interval

– Specify prior toxicity probability and effective sample size for each dose level

– Can improve performance if prior is accurately specified

• Derived optimal interval (1, 2) will depend on dose level and cohort size
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BOIN Comb Design

• Standard BOIN design can be extended to combination dosing
– Derive optimal interval (1, 2) in same fashion as for single agent

• Let current combo (AjBk) be dose level j of agent A & level k of agent B
– Admissible escalation set is SE = {Aj+1Bk, AjBk+1}

– Admissible de-escalation set is SD = {Aj-1Bk, AjBk-1}

• Similar escalation rule as for single agent design
– If observed toxicity rate ≤ 1, escalate to combo in SE with highest posterior prob in (1, 2) 

– If observed toxicity rate ≥ 2, de-escalate to combo in SD with highest posterior prob in (1, 2) 

– Otherwise, stay at current combination dose  

– Continue until stopping criteria

– Can consider a single MTD or an MTD contour (multiple MTDs)
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Time-To-Event (TITE-BOIN) Design

• Waiting for late-onset toxicities can greatly prolong study duration

– TITE-BOIN allows for accrual while some subject outcomes are pending

• TITE-BOIN imputes an outcome for subjects whose data are pending

– Imputation method utilizes data from all subjects (both completed and pending)

– Incorporates follow-up time for pending subjects

• Escalation decision rule depends on observed events and total follow-up

– Can be tabulated similar to BOIN design

– Invariant to length of safety assessment period

– Safety rule suspends accrual if >50% of subject outcomes are pending
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Utility-Based (U-BOIN) Design

• U-BOIN uses utility function to select an “optimal” dose

– Utility function based on toxicity and efficacy endpoints

– Defines dose as inadmissible if high prob of toxicity or low prob of efficacy

• Consists of 2 stages

– First stage based on BOIN design and considers toxicity only

– Second stage identifies “optimal” dose from admissible set based on specified 
utility function
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BOIN12 and TITE-BOIN12 Designs

• BOIN12 uses desirability score to select an “optimal” dose
– Single-stage design using safety & efficacy throughout

– TITE-BOIN accommodates late-onset toxicity and/or efficacy

• Decision rule
– If observed toxicity rate at dose j ≥ 2, de-escalate to dose j-1

– If observed toxicity rate at dose j ≤ 1, select dose from (j-1,j,j+1) using desirability score

– If observed toxicity rate at dose j within (1, 2) and N<6,select dose from (j-1,j,j+1) using 
desirability score

– If observed toxicity rate at dose j within (1, 2) and N≥6,select dose from (j-1,j) using 
desirability score

– Continue until stopping criteria

– Select MTD as dose level with tox probability closest to toxicity upper limit and select “optimal” 
dose as dose level with highest desirability (and does not exceed MTD)
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Concluding Remarks

• Wide variety of model-based and model-assisted designs available

– Flexibility to accommodate study-specific objectives

– Superior performance to traditional algorithmic designs

– Many free software packages available to facilitate implementation

• Increasing regulatory emphasis on dose “optimization”

– Regardless of chosen design, plan to generate sufficient evidence at 2 (or more) 
dose levels to support dose justification
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